SIXTH PROTOCOL OF RECTIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS

Schedule I - Commonwealth of Australia

The Government of the Commonwealth of Australia requests that the following rectifications and modifications be included in the Protocol to be drawn up at the Eleventh Session:—

SCHEDULE I - COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA (GENEVA 1947)

Part 1 - Most-favoured-nation Tariff

Item 106(B)

This item shall read:

Trimmings and ornaments, n.e.i. for hats, shoes and other attire, not being partly or wholly of gold or silver; braids n.e.i.; fringes n.e.i.; frillings; rufflings; pleatings; ruchings; water-waved ribbons; tinselled belting n.e.i.; webbings n.e.i.; jabots and textile bows (not including bow ties), being articles of women's apparel ad val. 12½ per cent. A/.

Item 107(A)

This item shall read:

Woven and embroidered materials in the piece or otherwise:—Badges, hat and cap fronts (badge), looping for boots and shoes; labels and hangers for all purposes including plain hanger material; tubular tie material in the piece; bends bandings tapes having printed woven or embroidered lettering badge design trade name or trade mark thereon; galloons; ribbons n.e.i.; belting for apparel not elsewhere specified and not being cut to lengths for belts; slipper, shoe, and blazer bindings ad val. 40 per cent.

Item 281(B)(1)(a)

This item shall be omitted from the schedule.

MGT/114/56

English only
Item 281(B)(1)(b)  This item shall be omitted from the schedule.

Item ex 281(L)(1)  A new item shall be inserted and shall read:

ex 281(L)(1)  Potassium bromide, when not packed for retail sale  

ad val.  12½ per cent.

Item 328  This item shall be omitted from the schedule. New items shall be inserted and shall read:

328 (A)  Goloshes, rubber sand boots and shoes and plimsolls

(1)  Children's  per pair  3s.6d.

(2)  Other  per pair  5s.6d.

Item 390 (A)(2)  New items shall be inserted and shall read:

390 (A)(2)  Imitation gut - Synthetic monofilament  

(a)  and ad val.  50 per cent.

(b)  Other

Part II - Preferential Tariff

Item 107 (A)  A new item shall be inserted and shall read:

107 (A)  Woven and embroidered materials in the piece or otherwise:-

Badges, hat and cap fronts (badged), looping for boots and shoes; labels and hangers for all purposes including plain hanger material; tubular tie material in the piece; bands bandings tapes having printed woven or embroidered lettering badge design trade name or trade mark thereon; galloons; ribbons n.e.i.; belting for apparel not elsewhere specified and not being cut to lengths for belts; slipper, shoe, and blazer bindings  

ad val.  22½ per cent.
Item 169 (B)  
A new item shall be inserted and shall read:

169  
Machinery, viz:-
Cash registers  
Free

Item 179 (B)(7)  
This item shall be omitted from the schedule. New items shall be inserted and shall read:

179  
Electrical Machines and Appliances:-
(B)(1)(a)  
Outdoor circuit breakers -
(2) For use at voltages exceeding 1,000 but not exceeding 15,000 if the rated breaking capacity is lower than 250 MVA  
ad val. 22½ per cent.

(B)(1)(b)  
Switch units, circuit breakers other than outdoor circuit breakers -
ex  
(1) For use at voltages exceeding 1,000 but not exceeding 2,500 if the rated breaking capacity is lower than 250 MVA  
ad val. 22½ per cent.

ex  
(2) For use at voltages exceeding 1,000 but not exceeding 2,500 if the rated breaking capacity is lower than 150 MVA; for use at voltages exceeding 2,500 but not exceeding 15,000 if the rated breaking capacity is lower than 250 MVA  
ad val. 22½ per cent.

179 (B)(7)  
Switches n.e.i.; fuses n.e.i.; lightning arresters n.e.i.; cut-out n.e.i.; choke coils n.e.i.; relays n.e.i.; ballasts and ballast chokes of the types used with fluorescent lighting  
ad val. 22½ per cent.

Item 281 (B)(1)(a)  
This item shall be omitted from the schedule.
Item 281 (B)(1)(b) This item shall be omitted from the schedule.

Item 328 (A) New items shall be inserted and shall read:

328 (A) Goloshes, rubber sand boots and shoes and plimsolls -

(1) Children's per pair. 3s.6d.

(2) Other per pair. 5s.6d.

Item 329(A)(1) This item shall be omitted from the schedule.

Item 329 (A)(2) This item shall be omitted from the schedule.

Item 329 (B) This item shall be omitted from the schedule.

Item 390 (A)(2)(a) A new item shall be inserted and shall read:

390 (A)(2) Imitation gut -

(a) Synthetic monofilament ad val. 27½ per cent.

SCHEDULE I - COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA (Anneeoy)

Part 1 - Most-favoured-nation Tariff

Item 174 (X)(102) This item shall read:

174 Machines, machine tools and appliances for use in connection therewith, viz.:-

(X) Other machines and appliances, viz.:-

(102) Macaroni - making machines not including extra dies ad val. 12½ per cent.